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1. INTRODUCTION 
Three of the four non-trivial types of coherent configurations (co's) having two fibers 
of rank 2 or 3 are equivalent, respectively, to symmetric designs, quasi-symmetric 
designs and strongly regular designs (of the first kind) [3, 4]. Here we consider the 
fourth type, namely [3 3], which we show to be equivalent to a class of designs which 
we call strongly regular of the second kind (srd2's). The 'group case' means that the 
existence of two inequivalent permutation representations affording the same charac- 
ter. In sections 2 and 3 we define srd2's, establish equivalence with cc's of the indicated 
type, and list the parameter conditions which are a consequence of this. The examples 
that we know are listed in Section 4. Section 5 contains a characterization f one of the 
known families and a non-existence result, and the final Section 6 contains some 
remarks about polarities of srd2's. Table 1 of Section 5 is a list of feasible parameters 
for srd2's with at most 300 points such that the point and block graphs are primitive, 
together with the known information about existence. 
Cayley [1] was used for explicit examination of examples and the Atlas [2] provided 
group-theoretic information required for some of the examples. 
2. STRONGLY REGULAR DESIGNS OF THE SECOND KIND 
In this section we give axioms for the designs of the title, associate with each such 
design acc of type [3 33], and list the parameter conditions to be proved in Section 3. 
A strongly regular design of the second kind (srd2) consists of a set Xi of points, a set 
X2 of blocks and a partition of the set of point-block pairs into three disjoint, 
non-empty classes, which will be called incident, adherent and separated, respectively, 
subject o the axioms listed below. Dua/s are obtained by interchanging the roles of 
points and blocks. To have a concrete instance of an srd2 in mind, we can think of the 
set XI of lines and the set X2 of colines of PG,,,(q), m I-- 4, with (x, y) e XI x )(2 an 
adjacent, separated or adherent pair according as x is contained in y, x and y intersect 
in a point, or x and y do not intersect (this is Example 4.2 in the list of examples in 
Section 4). 
The axioms are (1)-(4), and their duals are (1')-(4') plus (5), as follows: 
(1) Each block is incident with, adherent o and separated from exactly S~ > 1, T~ > 1 
and/./1 > 1 points, respectively. 
(2) The number of points incident with two distinct blocks is aq or fl~, and S~, cr~ and 
fll are distinct. 
Using axiom (2) we define the block graph 1"2 by calling two distinct blocks adjacent 
if the number of points incident with both is o~1: 
(3) The number of points incident with a block x and adherent to a block y :/: x is YI or 
61 according as x and y are adjacent or not. 
(4) The number of points adherent to two distinct blocks x and y is el or tp~ according 
as x and y are adjacent or not. 
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The duals (1')-(4') of (1)-(4) are obtained by interchanging the roles of points and 
blocks, the subscript 1 being replaced by 2. Thus, for example, (2') says that the 
number of blocks incident with two distinct points is tr2 or f12 such that $2, a:2 and f12 
are distinct, where $2 is the number of blocks incident with a point. The point graph Ft 
is defined by calling two points adjacent if the number of blocks incident with both is 
a:2. 
The final axiom is as follows: 
(5) The number of points adjacent to a point x and incident with a block y depends 
only on whether x and y are incident, adherent or separated. 
To establish the consequences of these axioms we introduce the following matrices: 
C and D, the incidence and adherence matrices; Ai, the adjacency matrix of ~, i = 1, 
2, A; = A~; J and 1, the l's matrix and identity matrix of appropriate size. 
By (1) and (1') the matrices C and D have constant row and column sums. By (2'), 
CCt e (1, A~, J) and AI ~ ( CC t, 1, J) , so A~J ~ (J) and A21 e (A jCC t, A~, J). By (3) 
and (5), AICCte (C, D, j)Ct~_ (1, A1, J) and hence A 2 e (1, Ai, J). Since A~ =AI we 
conclude that: 
(2.1) ~ /s strongly regular. [] 
By (2), A2 • (CtC, I, J), so JA2 e (J) and, by (2') and (5), CA2 e (CCtC, C, J) c. 
(C, D, J). But this is the dual of (5), so the lack of duality of the axioms for srd2's has 
now been repaired and it follows that the properties of srd2's come in dual pairs. In 
particular, the dual of (2.1) must hold, namely: 
(2.1') F2/s strongly regular. [] 
Now we claim that: 
(2.2) The matrices 
, 
[~ ~]' [~ m02] ' [~ B02] ' 
[o [o [o 
where Bi = J -  A i -  1 and E = J -  C -  D are the adjacency matrices of a cc of type 
[3 I]. 
PROOF. It clearly suffices to prove that these matrices pan an algebra, and in view 
of the above it suffices for this to show that DDt~(I, At, J ) ,  DtDe(I ,  Az, J), 
DA2e (C, D, J) and AID • (C, D, J). The first two of these follow at once, by (4) 
and (4'). For the third we have DA2e(DCtC, D,J) and DCtCe(I, At,J)Cc_ 
(C, D, J). For the last, A~D e ( CCtC, D, J) and CCtD e C (A2, I, J) ~_ ( C, D, J). [] 
The approach of the next section will yield the following facts about the parameters 
of srd2's. As remarked above, such results must occur in dual pairs. In many cases we 
record only one of each dual pair. Duals are obtained by interchanging the subscripts 1
and 2. 
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(2.3) The parameters o f  an srd2 satisfy the fol lowing conditions. Here k ,  I ,  ;ti, !~, 
ri, st, f,. and gi are the usual strongly regular parameters for  Fi: 
(1) IXd--- IX21. This numbe.r will be denoted by n. 
(2) Si = $2, Ti = T2 and Ul = U2. These numbers will be denoted by S,. T and U 
respectively. 
(3) S+ T+U=n.  
(4) The number  o f  blocks separated f rom two distinct points x and y is 
~2 = n - 2 (S  + T - Y2) + ct2 + e2 or  r/2 = n - 2 (S  + T - 62)  + f12 + q02 
according as x and y are adjacent or not. 
(5) (a)( tr2 - f l2)k, + ~62(n - 1) = (tr,  - f l , )k2 + f l , (n  - 1) = S(S - 1); 






















(9) {f~, g ,}  = {f2, g2}. 
(10) (a) S divides o:2k~, y2kl,  f121~ and 62l~; 
(b) T divides y2kl,  e2kl, 62l~ and q02lt; and 
(c) U divides (S - og 2 - -  y2)kt,  (T  - Y2 - e2)k l ,  
~02)h. 
(e2 - q~2)kl + q~2(n - 1) = (e l  - ~ , )k2  + ~pl(n - 1)  = T(T  - 1).  
(~2 - /~) r , -  ~ = (~,  - /~ , ) r~ - /~ , ;  
(~ - #~)s,  - ~ = (~,  - /~ , )s~ - /3 , ;  
(Y2--  62)rl -- 62 ----- (Y, --  61)r2- -  61, 
(r2 - 62)s, - 62 = ( r ,  - 6t)s2 - 6~; 
(e2 -  (p2) r , -  (P2 = (e, -- q~, ) r2 -  qo,; 
(e2 - qo2)s~ - ~02 = (e~ - qo , )s2 -  ~0,. 
(or 2 - f l~)k, + f122(n - 1) = (a~] - f121)k 2 + fl2(n - 1); 
(e 2 - q92)k~ + (p2(n - 1) = (e ] - qo])k2 + q~(n  - 1); 
(y~ - 6~)k, + 62(n  - 1) = (Y~ - b2)k2 + 6~(n  - I )  
= ST  + (tr2e2 - fl2tP2)k, + fl2tP2(n - 1); 
(~2Y2 - f1262)k, + f1262(n - 1) = (oqy, - f l ,6 , )k2 + f l ,a , (n  - 1); 
(~/2E2- 62(P2)k! + 62~2(n  -- 1) = (y ,e ,  - 6,q),)k2 + 6,q),(n - 1). 
(a '2  - ,62)X ,  = [a'~/S + y~/T  + (S - 0[2 - y2)2/U - f l2 ]k ,  - (S  - 162); 
(ix2 - fl2)(k, - ~., - 1) 
= [¢t2flL/S + Y2621T + (S - Crz - y2)(S - f12 -  62)/U - f1211,; 
(f12 - cr2)X, = [fl2/S + 62/T  + (S - f12 - 62)2 /U  - re21/, - (S - or2); 
(Y2 - 62)X, = [ot2Y2/S + yze2/T  + (S - or2 - y2) (T  - 3'2 - e2)/U - 62]k~ + 62; 
(Y2 - 62)(kt  - Xt - 1) = [0~262/S + y2cp2/T+ (S - te 2 -  Y2) (T -  62 - cp2)/U - ~2]ll 
= [Y2fl21S + e262/T+ (T -  Y2 -  e2)(S - f12 - 62)1 U - Y2]l,; 
(62 - Y2)Xt = [fl262/S + 62cP2/r + (S - f12 - di2)(T - 62 - cp2)/U - y2]l, + Y2; 
(e2 - qo2)X, = [y2/S + e2/T + (T  - Y2 - e2)2/U - qo2lk, - (T  - q02); 
(e2 - ~2)(k t  - X, - 1) 
= [y262/S + e2cp2/T + (T  - Y2 - e2) (T  - 62 - cp2)/U - ~p2]l,; 
(~2 - e2)X, - [62/S + cp2/T + (T  - 62 - (p2)2/U - e2]l, - (T  - e2). 
(S  - f12 - 62) l l  and (T  - 62 - 
[ ]  
3. cc 's  OF TYPE [3 33] 
There  is an obv ious  way  o f  past ing  together  two  cop ies  o f  a s t rong ly  regu lar  g raph  to 
obta in  acc  o f  this type.  We re fer  to these  cc 's  as trivial. The cc 's  assoc ia ted  wi th  s rd2 's  
in (2.2) are  non-t r iv ia l .  In  add i t ion  to es tab l i sh ing  the  parameter  cond i t ions  (3.3)  we  
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want to show that: 
(3.1) Every non-trivial cc of  type [3 3] arises f rom an srd2 by the construction of  
(2.2). 
PROOF OF (2.3). The parameters of an srd2 are intersection umbers for the 
corresponding cc given by (2.2). We start with an arbitrary cc • = (X, f, I) of the 
indicated type, name the intersection umbers consistently with this, and establish the 
conditions of (2.3) for the parameters of • by examining the intersection matrices and 
the irreducible representations of C[,~]. In particular, this proves (2.3), and we can use 
the parameter conditions for 3£ in proving (3.1). 
Let X=X~OX2 and IH= {1, 2, 3}, I12={4,5 ,6},  121={7,8,9} and 122= 
{10, 11, 12} be the standard partitions, with 4* = 7, 5* = 8 and 6* = 9. As a module 
over the centralizer of C[~], CA" is the direct sum of the isomorphic submodules CXt 
and CX2 (see [3]). In particular, therefore, [Xd = Ix21; this number will he denoted by 
n. It follows that v4 = v7, vs = va and v6 = Vg; these numbers will be denoted by S, T 
and U respectively, so that S + T + U = n. In the case that ?£ arises from an srd2 as in 
(2.2), this notation is consistent with that of Section 2. The trivial ~'s in the sense 
defined above are those with one of S, T or U equal to 1. 
We number I II and 122 SO that vl = vm = 1 and hence Mi = I and MzlO = I, and we 
put v2 = k~, v3 = ll, vii = k2 and v~2 = 12. If the first fiber of 3£ is symmetric, then we 
may assume that I H is numbered so that 
i0 1 01 0 1] M~= kl A, ?*I and M~= k, -g1-1 ki-#i • 
0 k , -Z , -1  k -# l  l, /1, X, 
In this case (n, k,, A I, #l) are strongly regular graph parameters. In the situation of 
(2.2), these are the parameters of/]1. If the second fiber of 3E is also symmetric, then 
M2t and M22 are obtained by replacing the subscripts 1 in these matrices by 2's. We 
will soon see that in fact both fibers must be symmetric. 
In order to eventually rule it out, we need to consider the possibility that, say, the 
first fiber is not symmetric. Then we may assume that 
E: a] E ] 
1 0 0 0 1 
M~= a and M~= 2a a a -1  . 
2a a -1  0 a a 
Here k, = l~ = 2a, and n = 4a + 1. 
For a suitable ordering of 112 the matrices M 2, M ] and M 2 have the respective forms 
I 
S ~, /3, ] 
M 2 = 0 Yl 61 , 
0 S -~t -y~ S - f l~- -61  
M~ = 0 T -  y, - el 7" -  6, -- cp~ 
U ~, '7, 
with 
I 0 Y1 61 1 M]--  T el ~Pi , 0 T - -y t - -e l  T -61-qo ,  
( * )  ~1 = n - -  2(S + T - y,) + oq + e, and rh = n - 2(S + T - 6~) + flJ + q%- 
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The matrices M~, Ms ~ and M~ are obtainerd from these by replacing the subscripts 1 by 
2's. Again we have chosen the notation to be consistent with that of (2.2). 
At this point we have (2.3.1)-(2.3.4). 
Using the standard relations on the intersection umbers we find that 
1 M 2 = y2k , /S  e2k , /T  ( r  -- )12 -- e2)k , /U  ( s  - ~2 - r2 )k , /S  ( r  - r2  - e2)k , / r  (U - 2(S + r - Y2) + ~2 + e2)k , /V  
and 
F fl21,/S 621~/T (S - r2 - 62)1,/U q 
M2 = I 62111S ~21,/T (T - 62-  ~2)l,/U I 
1 1 
L(S - #2- 62)l,1S (T - 62 - ¢p2)lllT (U -  2(S + T - 62) + r2  + q~2)l,lUJ 
Interchanging the subscripts 1 and 2 converts these matrices into M~ and M~2. In the 
same way we find that 
[ - 1 0 0 
M14 = ot2kl /S y2k l /T  (S - 0[, 2 - y2)k l /U  
Lfl211[S 621~/T (S - f l2 -  62)11/U_ 
I 0 1 0 
M~= y2k,/S e2k,/r (Y -y2 -e2)k , /U  , 
L 621,/s q~21,/T ( r -  e2 -  q~2) l , / r  
[o  o 1 1 
MI= (S -  e2 -  rgk /S  ( r -  r2 -  egkdr  (U -S -  T+ e2+2r2+ e2)kdU . 
(S - ~2 - agl , /S ( r  - e~,- ~2)l , /r  (u  - s - r + ~2 + 262 + ~2)ldUA 
Interchanging the subscripts 1 and 2 in these matrices produces M~, M~ and M~. 
Let us now prove the following: 
(3.2) The fibers of 3~ are symmetric. 
PROOF. If not, then we may suppose that the first fiber is not symmetric, and hence 
At = A 3. Since the matrix A4A7 = ~r2A2 + f12A3 is symmetric we must have 0~2 = r2 --: o~ 
and, similarly, e2 = q%, and it follows by (*) that 3'2 = 62 =: y. Computing (M~I) 2 and 
M~1M]2 as linear combinations of M~o, M~I and M~2, we see that the quantity 
0c2k2/$2 +y2k2/ST + (S - ot - y)2k2/SU is equal on the one hand to ao&JS + (a - 
1)o~kJS and on the other to 2a + ao&dS + (a - 1)o&dS. This produces the contradic- 
tion 2a = 0. [] 
Taking column sums of M4 ~ and M~ gives the conditions (2.3.5). 
The conditions (7), (8) and (10) of (2.3) follow from the formulas for the intersection 
matrices and application of the multiplication table to them. For instance, computing 
(M22) 2 and 2 2 M~M3 gives (2.3.8). 
Let A j, j = 1, 2 . . . . .  12 be the standard basis of C[~]. The character tables for the 
fibers of ~ are 




1 kl 11 P21 
1 rl - (r l  + ) and P22 
1 sl - (s l  + 1) P23 
1 k2 /2 
1 r2 -(r2 + 1) 
1 s2 -(s2 + 1) 
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and the three irreducible representations Ai (i = 1, 2, 3) of C[,~] are given by 
A~(A,)=[P"~ A/) ~] ( j=1,2 ,3 ) ,  [~ 0 j] ( j=4 ,5 ,6 ) ,  
From the multiplication table 
c24c2--~ - S + a~2r, - ~2(r, + 1) -- S 
(2.3.6). 
The isomorphism of CXI and CX2 as modules over the centralizer algebra of C[?£] 
implies that {ft, g~} -- {f2, g2}. 
At this point we have shown that the parameters of ?£ satisfy all of the conditions 
listed in (2.3). In particular, this proves (2.3). [] 
[~ 0 ] ( / '=10,11,12) .  8, 9), p2~(A;) 
for the standard basis we see, for example, that 
+ 0:~r2- fl,(r2 + 1). In this way we obtain the relations 
Assume that ?£ is non-trivial. Associate with .~ a structure having point set X~ and 
block set X2, with (x ,y )eXt  x X2 incident, adherent or separated according as 
f(x,  y) = 4, 5 or 6. We show that: 
(3.3) 112 can be numbered so that S, tr~ and fl~ are distinct and S, 0:2 and f12 are distinct. 
It follows that with such a numbering of 1 ~2 the structure is an srd2 and .~ can be 
reconstructed from it by the procedure of (2.2), proving (3.1). 
PROOF OF (3.3). All the references in the proof are to the indicated parts of (2.3). 
Let B, C and D be the sets of points incident with, adherent to and separated from a 
given block. Assume that S = 0:2, then B (as a subgraph of (Xj,f2)) has valency 
p44= oC2kl/S =k I and y2=0. If in addition S = f12, then B has covalency p~4 = 
fl21~/S = l~. But then S I> n, which is impossible, and hence S = f12. Hence by (8a) and 
(8b), 3.~ = k~ - 1, so (X~, f4) is a disjoint union of, say, t maximal cliques of size kt + 1. 
Renumbering 1 ~2 we have the following situation: B is the union of its intersections 
with u of these maximal cliques, and each of these intersections has size p44+ 1; 
p424 = 0:2kJS; C is the union of the remainders of these u maximal cliques; and D is the 
union of the t - u remaining maximal cliques. 
Thus S = u(0:2kJS + 1) so 0:2 = S(S - u)/ukl ,  and T = u(kt + 1) - S. The number 
p64= (S - t r2 -y2)k~/U of edges from D to B is 0, so y2=S-0 :2=ST/uk~.  The 
valency 5 P2.~ = e2kl/T of C is kl -- 1 -- tr2kl/S, so e2 = (ukl - S )T /uk i  = 1 - Y2- Since 
y2>0 therefore, y2 = 1, e2=0, ST=uk~ =S, T= 1 and S =kt .  But then ,~ is trivial, 
contrary to assumption, and hence S :/: 0:2. By the symmetry of the situation, S :/: 0:, 
fl;, T ~: ei, qoi, and U :/: ~;, r h (i = 1, 2). 
By (6a) and (6b), 0:2 = f12 if trj = ill, and then 0:1 = fll = 0:2 = f12. The analogous 
statements hold for e~, ~; and for ~ and r/i. Suppose that a:2 = f12 =: 0:, e2 = q02 =: e and 
~2 = r/2 =: ~. Then, by (4), Yl = Y2 = 61 = 62 and hence, by (8a) and (8b), S = 0:2, a 
contradiction. Renumbering it2 if necessary, we now have 0:t :# fit and 0:2 :/: f12. This 
completes the proof of (3.3) and hence of (3.1). [] 
4. EXAMPLES 
We say that the parameters of an srd2, or equivalently, of the corresponding cc, are 
self-dual if the subscripts can be omitted. Any one of the conditions 
0:, = f l ,  (i = 1, 2) or ei = tpi (i = 1, 2),  
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or  
~i = )/i (i = 1, 2) or Ft and F2 have the same parameters 
is necessary and sufficient for the parameters to be self-dual. A duality of an srd2 is a 
bijection q0 of Xl O X2 such that ~ interchanges Xt and X2 and (x, y) e, Xt x Xz is 
incident, adherent or separated iff (q0(y), tp(x)) has the corresponding property. A 
polarity is a duality of period 2. An srd is self-dual (self-polar) if it admits a duality 
(polarity). Self-dual srd2's have self-dual parameters. 
Here are the srd2's that we known. There are three families and four sporadic 
examples. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let (P, ~)  and (P, ft.) be symmetric (V, K, A)-designs with the same 
point set P. Let X I=PxP  and let X2={LxMILe~,Me~}.  We view the 
elements of X2 as subsets of Xt and take the obvious incidence relation. The points of 
[L x (P - M)] 13 [(P - L) x M] are adherent o L x M and those of [P - M] x [P - L] 
are separated from L x M. The (self-dual) parameters are 
n = V 2, S = K 2, T = 2K(V - K), U = (V - K) 2, 
• o~ = KA,  [3 = A 2, K(K - A ) ,  6 = 2A(K  - A ) ,  
e = (V - 2K)K + VA, q0 = 2(K - A) 2 + 2(V - 2K + 1). 
F~ is the lattice graph L2(V), so k = 2(V - 1) and/~ = 2, and F2 - Ft. 
The parameter set of this example will be denoted by [V, K, A]. 
If a group G has rank 3 actions on sets X~ and X2 which afford the same permdtation 
character, then the orbital cc afforded by the action of G on XI O X2 has type [3 3], 
and is non-trivial in the sense of Section 3 if the actions of G on X~ and X2 are 
inequivalent. The rest of our examples are instances of this. In all but Example 4.6 an 
automorphism of G of period 2 fusing the two conjugacy classes o f  point stabilizers 
induces a duality (polarity) of the corresponding srd2. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Xt is the set of lines and X 2 the set of colines of PGm(q), m >~ 4, and 
the pair (x, y )e  Xt x X2 is incident, adherent or separated according as x =y,  x and y 
intersect in a point, or x and y do not intersect. To express the (self-dual) parameters, 
let (a )= (d)q be the Gaussian coefficient denoting the number of t-dimensional 
subspaces of a d-dimensional vector space over GF(q), and write (d) for (la). Then, 
for d=m+l ,  
(~)  (d -  2) T= qd-3(q -1 ) (d - -  2), U= q2(k-2), n= , S= 2 ' 
c r=(d-3 / '2  f l=(d-41'2 Y=qa-4(d -3) '  tS=qd-S(q+ l)' 
e=qa-4(q2+q -- 1) (d -  3) + q2(d-3), tp= (d -  1) - 2 (d -  3) +q2(d-a)(q + 1)2. 
is the graph in which two lines are adjacent if they intersect in a point, so 
k=q(q+l ) (d -2 ) ,  ~.=(d-1) -E+q 2, / z=(q+l )  2 
and F2 =/]1. 
Of course this srd2 is self-polar, as any polarity of PGm(q) induces a polarity 
of the srd2. Also, it is afforded by the action of PGLd(q) on the lines and colines of 
PGm(q). [] 
EXAMPLE 4.3. O~fo(q) has two orbits of maximal totally isotropic subspaces (mti's). 
Two distinct mti's x and y intersect in dimension 3 or 1 if they are in the same orbit, 
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and in dimension 4, 2 or 0 otherwise. Call x and y adjacent, incident, adherent or 
separated according as dimension x A y is 3, 4, 2 or 0. The result is an srd2 which 
corresponds to the orbital configuration afforded by the action of O~o(q) on the mti's. 
With the same notation as in Example 4.2, the parameters are 
n = (q3 + 1)(8}, k=q(q2+l)(5), X=(q2+l)(q3+2q2+q-1), 
~= (q2 + 1)(3), r=(q2+l)(q3+q2-1), s =- (q2+ 1), 
S=(5} ,  T=q3(q2 +1)~5), U=q ~°, o l=q+l ,  f l=0 ,  
6= (3}, e =q2(q2+ 1)(q2 +q_  1)(3}, 
), =q2(3},  
q0 = (q2 + 1)(q4 + q2 _ 1)(3). 
[] 
EXAMPLE 4.4. U4(3) has two conjugacy classes of L3(4)'s affording the same rank 3 
permutation character. The corresponding orbital configuration gives rise to an srd2 
with the following parameters: 
n = 162, k = 105, X = 72, /~ = 60, S = 21, T = 120, U = 21, 
tr = 4, fl = 0, y = 16, 6 = 15, c = 88, q9 = 90. 
An automosphism of period 2 interchanging the two classes of La(4)'s induces a 
polarity. [] 
EXAMPLE 4.5. In the Steiner system ~(5, 8, 24), 176 octads meet a given duad 
{al, a2} in al and 176 meet it in a 2. This partitions the heptads of ~(3,  6, 22) into two 
classes X~ and X2 of 176 each. If x •X~ and y •X2,  then Ix Nyl =0,  2 or 4, and we 
call x and y separated, adherent or incident accordingly. The result is an srd2 with the 
parameters 
n = 176, k = 105, l = 70, ). = 68, /~ = 54, r = 17, s = -3 ,  
f=  21, g = 154, 
S = 15, T = 126, U = 35, 
t r=2,  f l=0 ,  y=12,  6=9,  e= q9=90. 
This srd2 is afforded by the action of M22 on the heptads, the two orbits of length 176 
corresponding to the two conjugacy classes of A7'S in M22. An automorphism of period 
2 of M22 interchanging these two classes of A7's induces a polarity of the srd2. The fact 
that e - -~ means that the adherence structure is a symmetric design. This is the 
symmetric (176, 126, 90)-design characterized by G. Higman [5] on which the sporadic 
simple group HS acts. [] 
EXAMPLE 4.6. Let X~ be the set of 253 duads and X 2 the set of 253 heptads of 
~(4, 7, 23). Define x • XI and y • X2 to be separated, adherent or incident according 
as Ix fq YI = 0, 1 or 2. The result is an srd2 with the following parameters: 
n = 253, kl = 42, Ii = 210, ~1 = 21, ~1 = 4, sl = --2, 
k 2 = 140, 12 = 112, X2 = 87, ~2 = 65, ~ = 25, s2 = -3 ,  
=~ = 22, gl =g2 = 230, 
S = 21, T = 120, U = 112, 
~1 = 3, fll = 0, Y1 = 6, 61 = 15, el =66, ~1 =45,  
~2 = 5, f12 = 1, Y2 = 0, 62 = 12, e2 =80,  ~2 = 52. 
r~ = 19, 
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This srd2 is afforded by the actions of M23 on the duads and heptads, which produce 
the same rank 3 permutation character. It is the one example that we know with 
non-self-dual parameters. []  
EXAMPLE 4.7. The sporadic Fischer Group Fi22 has two conjugacy classes of O7(3)'s 
inducing the same rank 3 permutation character. This gives rise to a self-polar srd2 on 
14 080 points for which we have not worked out the parameters. [] 
5. FEASIBLE PARAMETERS 
A list of the feasible srd2 parameter sets with n ~< 300, together with the information 
that we know concerning existence, is given in Table 1. 'Feasible' means that the 
parameters are non-negative integers satisfying the conditions of (2.3), and that the 
strongly regular graph conditions hold for the parameters of F~ and F2. In the list it is 
assumed that F~ and F2 are primitive. 
The first entry in the list, namely [7, 3, 1], is accounted for by the fact that the srd2's 
with parameter sets IV, K, A] are precisely those of Example 4.1. In fact, we have the 
following: 
(5.1) An srd2 with self-dual parameters is an instance o f  Example 4.1 iff (a) n = V 2, 
k = 2(V - 1) and l~ = 2, and (b) S = tr + ),. 
PROOF. We assume given an srd2 with self-dual parameters satisfying (a) and (b), 
and prove that it is an instance of Example 4.1. The converse is clear. We use (2.3) and 
the intersection umbers of the corresponding cc. 
Because the lattice graph L2(V) is determined by its parameters, (a) implies that 
F~ -- F2 = L2(V).  We assume that the point set XI = P x P, IPI = V and that two points 
are adjacent iff they have exactly one common co-ordinate. Let B be a block, C the set 
of points adherent to B, and D the set of points separated from B. The valency of B is 
P~4 = trk/S, the number of points of B adjacent o a point of C is p54 = )pk/T, and the 
number of points of B adjacent o a point of D is P~4 = (S - tr - ) , ) /U = 0. Thus there 
is no edge from B to D and we see that B = L x M, C = (L x (P - M)) O ((L - P) x 
M) and D = (P - L) x (P - M) for some L, M ___ P with ILl = IMI = K, say. Then 
S = K 2, T = 2K(V  - K), P~4 = 2(K - 1) and ) , k /T  = K. Hence a~ = K2(K - 1)/(V - 
1) = KA,  A = K(K  - 1)/(V - 1) and y = k2(V - K ) / (V  - 1) = K(K  - A).  Hence, by 
(2.3), fl = A2; in particular, A is an integer, and 6 = 2A(K  - A) .  
Let BI=L~xM~ be a second block; then BAB~=AxB with A=LOL~ and 
B =M n M~, and IB O Bd =ab with a = IAI and b = IBI. If B and BI are adjacent, 
then t r=ab and y=(K-a)b+(K-b)a=K(a+b) -2ab .  Hence KA=ab and 
K(K  - A)  = K(a + b) - 2KA,  so K + A = a + b, and therefore {a, b} = {K, A}. If A 
and B are non-adjacent, then fl = ab = A 2 and 6 = K(a + b) - 2ab = 2A(K  - A) .  
Hence a = b = A. 
The blocks adjacent o B fall into two classes, the first consisting of blocks of the 
form L x M' and the second of blocks of the form M x L' ,  and clearly no block of the 
first class is adjacent o a block of the second. Since F2 = L2(V), each of these classes, 
together with B, forms a clique of size V. It follows that the sets ~ = {L ~_ P [ L x M'  
is a block for some M'} and f£ = {M ~ P I L' x M is a block for some L'} both have 
cardinality V. What we must show is that (P, ~)  and (P, ft.) are symmetric 
(V, K, A)-designs, and by symmetry it will suffice to do this for (P, ~).  We know that 
each member of ~ has cardinality A. 
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TABLE 1 
Feasible srd2 parameters (n ~< 300) 
n k S T U 
+49 12 5 2 9 16 24 3 1 0 4 8 4 [7, 4, 1] 
-66 20 10 4 15 15 36 6 2 0 5 6 2 (4.2) 
120 56 28 24 28 36 56 9 4 9 8 9 12 
+121 20 9 2 25 36 60 10 4 0 9 18 9 [11,5,2] 
121 36 7 12 21 28 72 0 5 7 4 ~ 7 6 
-136 30 15 4 21 45 70 7 2 0 9 24 12 (4.2) 
136 63 30 28 28 36 72 4 7 8 7 12 7 
144 33 12 6 12 66 66 4 0 4 6 40 27 np 
154 48 12 16 28 42 84 7 4 7 8 14 I0 np 
+155 42 17 9 7 64 84 1 0 0 4 32 24 (E2) 
162 21 0 3 36 42 84 0 9 12 9 2 12 np 
+162 56 10 24 21 21 120 0 4 6 1 0 4 (E4) 
+169 24 11 2 16 72 81 4 1 12 6 33 30 [13,4,1] 
169 84 41 42 21 36 112 2 3 3 6 9 6 
169 84 41 42 21 36 112 3 2 6 3 6 9 
+176 70 18 34 15 35 126 0 2 6 1 2 10 (E5) 
176 70 18 34 36 70 70 0 12 18 12 27 28 
190 45 12 10 10 90 90 2 0 4 5 50 40 np 
-190 84 33 40 28 42 120 4 4 4 8 8 10 no (190, 28, 4) 
196 45 4 12 36 60 100 8 6 8 12 12 20 
-196 65 24 20 26 40 130 4 3 8 4 8 8 no (196, 40, 8) 
-196 90 40 42 10 60 126 1 0 2 4 16 20 no (196, 40, 8) 
196 90 40 42 30 40 126 5 4 4 8 8 8 
216 75 18 30 36 60 120 0 9 12 9 8 21 np 
216 75 18 30 60 60 96 8 21 20 15 8 21 np 
222 51 20 9 18 102 102 6 O 6 9 62 42 np 
+225 28 13 2 49 64 112 21 9 0 16 32 16 [15, 7, 3] 
243 110 37 60 12 66 165 0 " 1 6 1 9 15 
-253 42 21 4 21 112 120 5 1 16 8 56 48 (4.2) 
+253 42 21 4 21 112 120 3 0 12 6 52 46 (E6) 
140 87 65 5 1 16 8 56 48 
-253 42 21 4 28 105 120 8 3 0 14 65 39 (4.2) 
253 112 36 60 21 112 120 0 2 6 12 46 52 
+256 30 14 2 36 100 120 12 4 0 16 60 36 [16, 6, 2] 
256 45 16 6 10 120 126 2 0 8 4 56 56 (256, 120, 56)? 
256 90 34 30 55 66 135 11 12 11 16 22 14 
256 102 38 42 18 102 136 0 2 6 8 44 38 (256, 136, 44).'? 
-276 44 22 4 56 66 154 28 8 0 16 24 14 (4.2) 
288 105 52 30 36 126 126 12 0 12 18 72 45 np 
288 140 76 60 36 84 168 9 0 9 12 33 16 np 
288 140 76 60 84 84 120 33 16 21 28 33 16 np 
300 104 28 40 40 130 130 0 8 20 16 45 62 np 
+ and - signify existence and nonexistence respectively. Ix, y, z] means an instance of Example 
3.1. (Ea) means an instance of Example 4.a. (5.2) means efiminated by the statement (5.2). 
no (x, y, z) means that the existence of a srd2 would entail the existance of a symmetric 
(x, y, z)-design and none such exists, and (x, y, z)? has the obvious significance, np means 
nonexistence of a polarity. 
We c la im that  B = L x M is a b lock  fo r  every  L e ~ and  M ¢ (~. There  is an  M '  such  
that  L × M'  is a b lock  C and  an  L '  such  that  L '  x M is a b lock  D.  I f  M = M'  o r  L = L '  
we are  done ,  and  o therwise  C and  D are  non-ad jacent  b locks  and  B is one  o f  the two  
b locks  ad jacent  to  C and  D.  Since the number  of  b locks  is V 2 it fo l lows  that  the  b locks  
are  precisely the sets L × M wi th  L e ~3 and  M e f~. 
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Now let p be an element of P. There are K 2 blocks containing (p, p),  and these are 
the blocks L x M with L • ~ and M • ~ such that p • L fq M, so ab = K 2, where a is 
the number of L' • ~ containing p and b is the number of M'  • f£ containing p. Fix 
such a block B = L x M. The number of blocks adjacent o B and contain~,ng (p, p) is 
(a - 1) + (b - 1) =p4411 = o&]S = 2(K - 1), so a + b = 2K. Hence a = b = K. 
Finally, let p and q be distinct elements of P. There are a~ = KA blocks containing 
the adjacent points (p, p)  and (p, q), and there are K sets M • C£ containing q. Hence 
there are A sets L • ~ containing p and q. We have now proved that (P, ~)  is a 
symmetric (V, K, A)-design. [] 
The analogous argument applied to the triangular graph in place of the lattice graph 
gives the following: 
(5.2) There is no srd2 with se l f -dua l  parameters  uch that 
(a) n = V(V  - 1)/2, k -- 2(V - 2) and l~ -- 4, and (b)  S = te + ),. 
This eliminates all the self-dual parameter sets on our list for which the strongly 
regular parameters are those of a triangular graph. 
For an srd2 with tr~--fll the blocks are those of a symmetric design. In the cases 
e =q0 or ~ = 77, we obtain a symmetric design by taking as blocks the sets of points 
adherent o or separated from the blocks of the srd2. Some entries on our list are 
eliminated by the non-existence of symmetric designs with the corresponding 
parameters. 
There is just a single set of parameters in Table 1 which is not self-dual; namely, the 
set corresponding to Ex.ample 4.6. 
~. POLARITIES 
Consider a se l f -po lar  srd2. We can assume that At =A2, C = C t, D = D t and we 
have the equations JC  = SC,  JD  = TD,  C 2 = (S - f l)1 + (0: - f l )A  + flJ, D 2 = (T  - 
tp)I + (e - ~)A + tpJ and CD = DC = -61  + (~, - 6 )A  + 6J. The  matrix C 2 has eigen- 
values S 2=S- f l+(oc - f l )k+f in ,  Or and Os with multiplicities 1, f and g, 
respectively, where tgx = S - fl + (tr - f l )x.  Thus C has eigenvalues S, +~/Or and +~/Os 
and trace C = S + (ar - br)~/Or + (as - bs)~/Os, ar + br =f ,  as + bs = g. Similarly, D 2 
has eigenvalues T 2 = T - q~ + (e - qg)k + fin, ap, and ~Ps with multiplicities 1, f and g, 
respectively, where ~p~ = T - ~ + (e - qg)x. D has eigenvalues 1, f and g respectively, 
where ~ = T - q9 + (e - tp)x. D has eigenvalues T, +V'~r and +~/~Ps trace D = 
T + (Cr -- d,)~/~Or + (Cs - ds)~/~s,  c~ + c~ =f ,  cs + ds = g an integer in [0, n]. Since CD 
has eigenvalues ST =-6  + (y -  6 )k  + 6n, Xr and ~.s with multiplicities 1, f and g, 
where ~.~ = (), - 6)x - 6 for x • {r, s}, it follows that: 
(6.1) I f  an srd2 admits  a polar i ty,  then OxlPx = X 2, x • {r, s}.  
To illustrate this, observe that there are 11 entries in Table 1 for which (6.1) rules 
out the existence of self-polar srd2's. On the other hand, Examples 4.2-4.5 and 4.7 are 
self-polar. For instance, for Example 4.5 there are two conjugacy classes of involutions 
in NM2,(M22) which are not in M22, and two corresponding classes of polarities, for 
which the numbers of points incident with, adherent to and separated from their polars 
are 
trace C= 15 +6.3+ 1 -7=40,  
trace D = 126 - 6 .6  + 1 • 6 = 96, 
trace(J - C - D) = 35 + 6 .3  - 1 • 13 = 40 
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and 
respectively. 
trace C= 15+ 14-3+ ( -7 ) .7=8 
trace D = 126 - (14)- 6 + ( -7 ) .  6 = 0, 
trace(J - C - D)  = 35 + (14).  3 - ( -7 ) .  13 = 168, 
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